This paper describes a type system for CLP(FD) where the CHIP language is considered. The proposed type system is an extension of regular types known in LP. We propose an approach where a type for a nite domain variable is a its domain, i.e. a set of all values it can take. These nite domain types can occur as leaves of terms denoting regular types.
Introduction
The paper describes a type system for CLP(FD) where the CHIP language is considered. The proposed type system is an extension of regular types known in LP. We are also focused on type inference system, which is an adaptation of the system originally developed for LP. The applied algorithm is based on a bottom-up xpoint abstract interpretation.
Most of logic programming languages have no types. This gives a exibility to programmer but also causes number of problems like di cult debugging or ine cient computations. A number of approaches dealing with types in logic programming have been proposed. They belong to two main perspectives.
One of them is the prescriptive typing approach which is based on typed logic languages. A programmer is required to provide type declarations for every function symbol and/or every predicate, wrt a given type system. The type system consists of type de nitions which are provided to a type checker and used for veri cation of well-typedness of a program. Then the type checker eliminates programs having ill-typed statements, what is useful in discovering some errors (e.g. misspelling). Within this framework types are syntactic objects. This approach is a basis of a few programming languages (e.g. TypedProlog LR91], G odel HL94]).
The descriptive typing perspective brings us to types as approximations of program semantics (e.g. the least Herbrand model or s-semantics). This makes it very close to abstract This work was supported by ESPRIT project DiSCiPl (22532).
interpretation. In fact, abstract interpretation techniques are used in (descriptive) type inferencing (see for instance BG92, SG95] ). Note that a prescriptive type, however being a syntactic object, has the meaning which is a set of values. A recent work of Cousot shows how prescriptive types can be related to abstract interpretation.
Type inference is a process of determining types for arguments of program predicates. This issue was rst studied within the functional programming paradigm Mil78]. The rst application of the ML-like type scheme to Prolog has been done by MO84]. In the context of untyped logic programming (descriptive types) a number of works concerning type inference has been reported (e.g. Mis84, BG92, SG95]). These are focused on deriving over-approximations of success sets of predicates. Some other proposals are devoted to type inference within prescriptive type systems LR91, HT92, Bei95] . This is the case where only types for constants and functions symbols are known (\partially typed" programs), but types for predicates have to be reconstructed.
We are focused on inferencing types for the programming language CHIP Hen89, Cos96] which has no type system. Consequently the types we consider are descriptive types. For a while our interest is restricted to nite domains (and Herbrand domain of terms). We propose to adopt and extend the type inference system described in SG95, GdW94, GdW92] . In this approach the programmer is not required to declare types for predicates and terms. We introduce some prede ned types for most common terms (like lists) and for nite domains. We also impose types for built-in predicates operating on nite domain variables.
Our original motivation is using inferred types during diagnosis process. The programmer can compare obtained type description (which is an over-approximation of a program) with expected (but not declared) types. This can be used to identify an erroneous part of a program. See BDD + 97] for details.
A prototype version of our type inference system has been implemented and it is still under development.
Type system
Types are usually treated as a set of all possible values. In logic programming, types are sometimes considered to be a decidable set of terms closed under substitution AM94]. Throughout this paper we assume type as a set of ground terms.
Basic notions
Let L be an underlying language with the set of constants C, function symbols F and variables V . The universe of terms constructable from C, F and V is written as Term(C; F; V In order to have decidable set of terms we need them to be tuple-distributive. It has been proven (e.g. Boy96]) that tuple-distributivity is one of four criteria which constitute a su cient condition for type decidability 1 . We follow the de nition presented in Mis84, SG95].
De nition 2.1 Let T be a set of ground terms. Let t 2 T such that f(s 1 ; : : : ; s n ) is a subterm of t. Let u 2 T be a term identical to t except that the subterm f(s 1 ; : : : ; s n ) is replaced by f(r 1 ; : : : ; r n ). We write u = t f(r 1 ; : : : ; r n )=f ( We allow the unions of type variables (parameters) to occur on the lefthandsides of rules. Regular types de ned above are not necessary tuple-distributive (Def. 2.1). To ensure this property we require regular types to be discriminative.
De nition 2.3 A regular grammar term is discriminative if it is in a normal form (i.e. all its rules have the form l ! f(t 1 ; : : : ; t n ), where n 0 and t 1 ; : : : ; t n 2 Term(BT ; T C; T V)) and for every ground term t over BT and T C the top level functors in Def(t) are pairwise distinct. The types generated by discriminative grammars are called discriminative regular types (with polymorphism). Consider regular term grammars (Def.2.2). Given a rule l ! r we require an additional condition l 6 2 FT . This kind of types are called semi-regular types. Types associated with FT are pre-de ned types and are not de ned by a regular term grammar.
However, domain types could be de ned as`pure' regular types. Namely with each domain d = fc 1 ; : : : ; c n g we could assign a set of n rules fd d ! c i , 1 i n. We don't want to consider domain types syntactically. For the purpose of type synthesis we prefer to look at domain types as at black boxes and use a constraint solver to deduce their properties. Therefore the semi-regular de nitions seems to be more relevant.
Example 3 Consider variables with the nite domain f1, 2, 3, 5g, list consisting of them and type denoting this structure Note that the condition of Def.3.2 telling that no pair of clause heads are uni able corresponds to the concept of discriminative regular types (Def.2.3), and ensures types to be tuple-distributive.
De nition 3.3 Let P be a de nite program and P' a RUL program containing a special unary predicate approx/1. Let M(P) denote the least Herbrand model of P. Then P' is a regular approximation of P if the least Herbrand model o P is a subset of the set fA j approx(A) 2 M(P 0 )g 2
Example 5 Let P be a program containing reverse(X,Y) where Y is the reverse of list X.
The regular approximation of P includes the following clauses approx(reverse(X,Y)):-t1(X), t1(Y).
t1( ]). t1( X|Xs]):-any(X),t1(Xs).
2
Predicate any/1 plays a special role denoting any terms. It strictly corresponds to type with the symbol any. Note that using approx/1 in the clause approx(p(x 1 ; : : : ; x n )) t 1 (x 1 ); : : : ; t n (x n ) we abuse notation by confusing predicate and function symbols. Each predicate p i should be replaced by a new function symbol with the same arity. Later we will omit this by writing the above clause as p(x 1 ; : : : ; x n ) t 1 (x 1 ); : : : ; t n (x n ).
Computing a regular approximation is a kind of bottom-up abstract interpretation which for a given program gives its over-approximation. The e ective algorithm computing a regular approximation has been implemented. Readers interested in details as well as in operations on RUL programs and a comprehensive discussion are referred to GdW92, GdW94].
Type inference
Our method of type inferencing is a modi cation of the algorithm presented by SG95]. We extend the method by adding types for nite domains. We assume a set of some pre-de ned, built-in types, assigned to certain terms. For instance let lists be denoted by the type list( ), where is a parameter describing elements of the list. We also impose types for arithmetic functions to be nite domain types. Built-in predicates have determined types too, e.g. CHIP's predicates like ::/2, #=/2, #</2, : : : operate on domain variables (or integers).
To illustrate our method let us consider the following simple example and continue it through next subsections.
Example 6 This is a small program which computes a sum of elements of a given list. 
Propagation
In this stage of the analysis the system performs propagation of nite domains in a scope of a single clause. This allows to possibly narrow domains of variables declared within the considered clause. During the analysis, variables not declared in the clause and occurring in constraints have no domains attached. Before the compile-time propagation, the maximum domain available in CHIP (i.e. 0..100000) is assumed for the undeclared variables. Then these domains are narrowed by the propagation which involves others, possibly declared, variables. This step is done simply by executing constraint predicates. It is an application of the looking ahead inference rule (LAIR) restricted to one clause. Soundness of LAIR has been proven by Hen89] but its completeness doesn't hold. Therefore, it is clear that propagation used in the analysis gives a safe over-approximation of the values appearing in a solution. 2 During this phase of analysis constraints which have been executed are removed from the program and are not considered further. We still have domain variables in the analyzed program and we need some method of describing their types. We deal with this problem describing nite domain type by a list containing all its values. If the domain size is too big (the notion`too big' is given by the user) then we denote the type by an interval. We can loose information about gaps in the domain.
Example 8 After this phase of analysis our program (Ex. 6) has the following form.
sum( ],0). sum( fd(int(0,100))|Xs],fd(int(0,100))):-sum(Xs,fd(int(0,100))). The predicate union/3 describes a union ( ) of types. 
Regular approximation of type-reduced programs
Consider the nal stage of analysis. Its purpose is to compute a regular approximation of a program which has been type-reduced during steps shown in 4.1 and 4.2. The regular approximation procedure, described in GdW94] is a bottom-up xpoint algorithm. It computes a regular description of each clause body with respect to the approximation inferred in the previous iteration; then the regular approximation is the tuple-distributive upper bound of the approximation obtained for the clause heads.
We modi ed slightly some steps of the regular approximation procedure. Operations of computing upper bound and intersection have been changed. Namely, whenever considered RUL predicates describe a nite domain type then their upper bound (resp. intersection) is a sum (resp. intersection) of appropriate nite domains.
If the type union symbol ( ) occurs in the type-reduced program, we use the TupleDistributive Union Type assumption. It is related to tuple-distributivity and says that we can't distinguish between union of types and a set of particular types at the same argument position. For example, types flist(char); list(fd f1;2g )g and flist(char fd f1;2g )g are equivalent.
Example 11 Consider the program shown in the Ex. 10. Finally, after applying the regular approximation procedure we obtain the following RUL program: sum(X1,X2):-t18(X1),t21(X2). t18(list(X1)):-t16(X1). t21(fd(int(0,100))). t16(fd(int(0,100))). t16(bottom):-true.
The above program clearly describes types for predicate sum/2.
5 Conclusions
We have described the type inference method for CLP(FD) programs. The algorithm is an extension of the method given by SG95].
In typical CHIP programs (with nite domains) propagation occurs after some steps of labeling. Therefore performing the compile-time propagation, like our technique does, may give sometimes no information. However we believe that this kind of analysis could be pro table during debugging. Our experiments have shown that the method is particularly useful in the case of incompleteness errors (missing answer).
For some applications it could be su cient to have type saying that a variable is a domain variable, without information about domain. In this case the analysis could be more e cient. Another problem appears in some recursively de ned predicates like sorted/1 The algorithm returns approximations/types for predicates rather than for clause heads. Consequently it computes an upper bound of types coming from di erent clauses. In the above example the system is not able to determine that the argument of sorted/1 is a list of nite domain variables and/or values. The result will be list(any). In fact the call ?-sorted( a]) succeeds. Our ongoing work concerns developing and evaluating application of the system to nontoy programs. Further research can include utilizing our analysis in debugging and program optimizing. Another direction may concern types for another CHIP solver i.e. for rationals numbers.
